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The Network for Regional Health care Improvement (NRHI) is a national
membership organization representing more than 30 Regional Health
Improvement Collaboratives (RHICs). These multi-stakeholder organizations
are working to achieve better health, better care, and lower costs in their
communities. This NRHI Payment Reform Series will address a range of issues
for in regions and states across the country.
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Overview and Purpose
Too often, health care costs are opaque and hard to understand. When
light is shone on cost and utilization at a local level, providers and other
stakeholders may better understand the underlying cost drivers and
evaluate opportunities for improvement. Providers who become conscious
of their own costs and resource use—particularly in contrast to their
peers—can take steps for more appropriate resource use.

To ensure accountability in health care quality and cost, all stakeholders
should be at the table, setting priorities and aligning their work. Employers
and health plans also play critical roles in improving quality and value.
As purchasers, they create incentives that all too often create barriers
to better care. If they want providers to keep people healthy, they need
to reward care that enables that. When purchasers know about relative
quality and cost, they can manage costs for their population. And with
This is the direct link between cost transparency and payment reform.
Creating greater awareness of quality and cost and advancing public
transparency and accountability is a daunting undertaking, no doubt.
This document features advice from leading RHICs, including ones in
California, Ohio, Colorado, Maine, Minnesota, Oregon, and Missouri,
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that have been advancing their communities toward greater transparency
of cost and quality information for years and overcoming barriers of all
a few dos and don’ts discovered through their work.

1. Do expect tension.
The recent demand for greater price and cost transparency has elicited
industry is not ready for it; some providers are worried about how the
information will be used; purchasers and consumers say they needed
this information yesterday. This tension—while uncomfortable—can
be productive to drive change. Embarking on greater transparency
providers, in particular, to change how they think about and deliver
advance the community good and share data and information
sometimes considered proprietary. It requires patience from all sides
which, in turn, will demand skilled collaborative leadership.

2. Do expect to compromise.
In a multi-stakeholder consensus
process, everyone will need to
compromise. This process is not
about ‘getting your way’; it is about
reaching a mutual goal. Physicians
and employers may have very
and pace of transparent information.
and understood, a win-win solution
is possible.

“…general agreement, but not necessarily
unanimity, that includes a process for
attempting to resolve objections by interested
parties, as long as all comments have been
fairly considered, each objector is advised of
the disposition of his or her objective(s) and
the reasons why, and the consensus body
members are given an opportunity to change
their votes after reviewing the comments.”
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3. Don’t move too quickly.
Time will be well spent investing in building consensus up front
around the aims, measures, and methods. While an abbreviated
process may be faster, it may miss the chance to address concerns and
priorities. Because measurement and data aren’t perfect, people will
need to understand and accept their limitations—or they are likely to
be a vocal critic of the end product. It is important to establish clear
timelines, processes, and targets for advancing toward transparency.
to providers to allow time for validation and feedback with a clear
timeline to initiate public reporting. A reasonable timeline between
12 months. Predictability and consistency can help earn the trust
and support needed to navigate the tension. And don’t be surprised
if tension mounts just before public release—even after a thorough
and clear process for how reporting will be sequenced—and then
move ahead.

4. Do insist on a neutral source of data.
Transparency depends on a “source of truth” that everyone accepts
and respects. No one stakeholder can generate an unbiased approach
to data. A multi-stakeholder consortium with access to aggregated
and unbiased analytics is often essential to the sustainability of any
measurement and public reporting program. Furthermore, because
do ensure that the community’s discussions occur within a multistakeholder forum with a skilled facilitator to ensure a balance of
interests across stakeholder groups. RHICs can provide that trusted
and neutral facilitation. Don’t underestimate its importance.
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5. Do recognize that the various stakeholders—purchasers,
motivations for cost measurement.
• Purchasers and plans/carriers may prioritize outcome measures
and the impact on cost.
• Providers may be more interested in a greater level of granularity
individual patients. Providers may also be more interested in
their control. They are also interested in this information to enable
payment reform discussions.
• Consumers have their own perspectives—perhaps prioritizing
information about out of pocket costs or safety-hospital-acquired

be high priority for other audiences, but balancing interests is key.
Thinking through user needs and bringing together representatives
meets the needs of the community and each stakeholder.

6. Do recognize that payers and the public expect
quality performance.

information. Be prepared to provide a vetted and auditable record
of quality performance with risk-adjusted data. But demonstrating
true value requires a balance of quality and cost. Increasingly over
time, these quality metrics should be created by linking clinical
and claims data.
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7. Do measure and attribute patients in a way that
enables improvement.
If you want measurement to be valuable to providers, it is important
to attribute patients to a provider or organization in a way that the
provider understands and can use it. When asked to be accountable
for performance tied to payment, providers are rightly concerned
about which patients will be included and attributed to them. It is fair
to say that no attribution method is perfect—some patients may be
show that for population-level measurement, what is most important
stakeholders understand and can work within their limitations.

Providers will likely have needs for additional information to help
them make improvements. Access to all-payer claims data by a
the needed information. This can ensure that providers or other
stakeholders have the opportunity to verify information down to
the patient level and ask additional questions about the performance
results. Providers will need data on a regular and frequent basis.
Quarterly or semi-annual data might be appropriate. Also, do ask
plans and carriers to use data and measures that all stakeholders
measures, and ask local purchasers to drive alignment of strategies
and use the publicly reported information when they design
payment incentives.

9. Do identify measurement priorities—and the key
information needed—as a community.
Pick a reasonable and manageable number of measures. Somewhere
can be a good place to start and can help providers to prioritize. This
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requires some parties to ‘give up’ their preferred measures but
it enables focus and impact. This requires a community convener
because often measurement programs are designed without knowing
what other actors are doing—unintentionally creating competing and
the various domains of interest to purchasers, payers, providers,
and consumers, which may include quality, safety, cost, patient
across these domains that provides important information without
overburdening all parties.

10. Do expect increasing accountability that links
payment to provider performance.
The health care industry is headed toward greater cost transparency,
this new course is unlikely to change. Be proactive and brave, and
know that there is a network of communities also traveling toward
transparency and ready to share their learnings. Likewise, for those
who remain dubious about transparency, resist the urge to spend
your energy criticizing the methodologies proposed and discussed.
Instead, come to the table with the goal of ensuring that information
will be reliable, credible, and useable. Measurement isn’t perfect, but
that doesn’t mean it isn’t valuable.

11. Don’t expect measurement to solve every problem.
Measurement is a tool—a critical one—but only one of many levers
needed to drive transformation. Providers and stakeholders will need
data, education, and technical assistance to understand and use the
tools. A trusted source is a great place to build those community
resources. Other levers that must be pulled include federal and
payment, consumer engagement, and more. Transparent community
measures should enable and inform all of these strategies. This
underscores the importance of having all stakeholders, who each
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12. Don’t assume stakeholders have the experience,
training, time, or resources to know when and how
to use the quality or cost information generated
by public reporting.
Identify the support and technical assistance that providers—and
purchasers—will need to engage in the process. Furthermore, don’t

system that often penalizes better care at lower cost. Information is

culture, and other social needs.

13. Lastly, do get on with it!
Don’t wait for perfect data, measures, or methods. Your
community can drive change now with the tools we have today. A
fundamental misunderstanding about transparency—which goes
hand-in-hand with payment reform—is that it requires perfect
information and performance. While fairness and validity are
critically important, greater transparency is about shining light on
the reality of performance today in order to establish a path to
advance forward. There will be variation across providers, regions,
populations, etc., and there is no infallible methodology. This does
not necessarily negate the validity of the results because providers
can use information for discussion, comparisons with peers, and
improvements in care. And while major change has to occur over
time, it’s unrealistic to only dip a toe into cost transparency and

There are more than 30 RHICs across the country, with new collaboratives
be invaluable partners in this challenging endeavor. For more on regional
collaboratives, visit www.nrhi.org.
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